Every Weasler PTO drive line will be equipped with the user-friendly Weasler Easy Lock. This system allows for easy guard removal and replacement within seconds if servicing is required. It makes the lubrication of the joint through the Easy Lock easier.

**PERFORMANCE BENEFITS**

- **Ease of Usage**
- The ingenious construction allows **quick and easy assembly**
- **No tools are required** for assembly
- A simple tool like a key, coin or screwdriver will do for opening
- Integrated **grease nipple**
- **Easier** lubrication of the joint
- In combination with the appropriate bearing kits matching both the original Weasler drive lines as well as other brands
- All of Weasler’s guard systems are **laboratory tested** and in harsh conditions including exposure to ultraviolet light and ozone under accelerated aging cycles to **insure long life**
Instructions

Assembling and disassembling of Easy Lock guard

1. Clean and grease bearing raceway before is placed in the groove
2. Slide guard half over PTO drive shaft insert bearing tabs into the opening
3. Turn the bearing until it engages into the guard
4. Push the Easy Lock clip into position. The bearing and guard are now secured
5. To remove guard – Use screwdriver to release Easy Lock clip. Turn the bearings to disengage from the guard and remove guard